
The end of time… (Part 1) 

“Nice stew,” exclaimed Odin, stuffing his mouth full. Thor agreed.  

“It’s been thousands of years when will the end of time come?” asked Olaf. 

Suddenly, everything went cold. A chill breeze blew through the window, miserable faces started to 

appear. It was the Giants, they had broken into Asgard – was it the end of time? 

As quick as a flash, the leaders of Asgard called their loyal Valkyries to defend the Golden city. 

“We want revenge!” chanted the Ice Giants.  

“Why do they want revenge?” muttered Olaf to himself. The Giants got louder as their anger 

mounted. 

All of a sudden, a slither of flame caught Odin’s eye. 

“Run!” screamed Olaf. Olaf was at the front of the battle saving people’s lives, while the others ran 

for cover. He was the best build of a man for miles around. 

As fast a cheater, an Ice Giant stabbed Olaf in the centre of his heart. Olaf died, died his final death. 

Death was like the plague spreading from one side of the court yard to the other. 

Odin screamed “The prophecy!” 

“Our time has come!” declared the Giants. Whilst this was all happening they didn’t know that 

someone was listening, but who was it? 

“I’m going to kill you with my HAMMER!” and with that Thor flung his heavy object at the Giants. 

Giants saw their loved ones knocked down by the flying, heavy duty. The hammer returned loyally to 

its owner’s hand.    

The air was filled with screams, shouts, cries and cheers. It was Skuli, Skuli was listening to all the 

cries and shouts from behind the wooden wall. 

“We came here to get our victory, not to get destroyed by you disgusting Vikings!” an Ice Giant said 

boldly.  

The howling wolfs were getting scared by the Giants that were defeating people. While Skuli was 

taking notes about all the crimes, a wolf bit a Giants arm off! 

Without a doubt an Ice Giant got knocked down unexpectedly, and crushed multiple times. The 

members of Jotunhiem were not expecting the sad kill. 



While Skuli was taking notes behind the wall, he was thinking who would survive. 

“Yes, another has gone!” muttered Freya, “I think we could win this.” 

“Curse you Ragnorok!” shouted Thor without any fear. All the Ice Giants froze and glared at Thor.  

“Charge!” screamed the Giants with anger in their voices  

This was it the war had really began. Pushing and punching, screaming and shouting, the fire 

enclosed them in a circle. There was no way out, nowhere to take cover.  

Odin lost his other eye, with no way to see he blindly ran into the burning flames. The fire cooked 

him as if he were on a BBQ. 

Skuli was a tall, sly man, who stole people’s dads in the dead of night. He was wanted for 

punishments, but nobody could find him. 

Who will win the loyal Vikings or the Deadly Giants?  
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